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This toolkit was written and designed in what is now known as Rusagonis,
New Brunswick, which is located on the unceded Traditional Territory of the
Mi’kmaq, Wolastoqiyik, and Peskotomuhkati Peoples, all of whom entered
into the Peace and Friendship Treaty with the British Crown in the 1700s.
Additionally, the author is completing her Master of Library and Information
Studies through the University of Alberta, which is located on Treaty 6
Territory, the Traditional Lands of First Nations and Métis Peoples. 
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Author
Acknowledgement

The author of this toolkit would like
to acknowledge that she is not
Indigenous but this toolkit focuses
on Indigenous topics, cultures, and
languages. As a settler of English
and French heritage, the author
has never faced bias or
discrimination for her race, culture,
heritage, or language, and does
not know what it is like to
experience racism. All of these
elements influence her world view
and she is grappling with the racist
systems of which she is a part to
determine how to decolonize them.
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A Note on
Terminology

The term Indigenous has been
used throughout this paper when
discussing First Nations, Métis, and
Inuk Peoples, in following the
Indigenous writing style described
by Younging (2018). Some older or
outdated terms may be present in
the context of historical records or
while quoting another author. 



The purpose of this toolkit is to
provide information on how public
libraries can integrate Indigenous
children’s literature into their
children’s departments and why this
is important. The ultimate goal of
this toolkit is to make bringing
Indigenous language children’s
books into the library more
accessible.

This toolkit will also provide a list of
Indigenous children’s books that are
currently available in an Indigenous
language, as well as additional
resources library staff can access.
Please use this toolkit in whatever
way suits the needs of your library.
Localize it. Adapt it. Do whatever you
need to do to make it useful to you
and your community.
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Toolkit Goals



Background:
Indigenous
Language Loss

Languages are lost around the
world on a regular basis.
According to the UNESCO Ad Hoc
Expert Group on Endangered
Languages (2003), a language is
endangered "when its speakers
cease to use it, use it in an
increasingly reduced number of
communicative domains, and
cease to pass it on from one
generation to the next" (p. 2).

In Canada, the government-
sanctioned residential school
system sought to assimilate
Indigenous children into settler
colonial culture, in part, by
preventing Indigenous children
from learning and speaking their
languages (Hanson, Gamez, and
Manuel, 2020). As a result, many
Indigenous languages across
Canada have either been lost or
are endangered of being lost.
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As Perley (2011) describes of his own
community's language loss, "Maliseet[1]
language death is not merely the
cessation of Maliseet language use in
everyday conversation. It has important
implications for Maliseet culture,
Maliseet identity, and Maliseet self-
determination as well" (p. 3). In other
words, language can be the source of
culture, identity and the ability to be
self-reliant and autonomous.

In recent years, there has been a
resurgence in language loss prevention
by Indigenous persons and Indigenous
communities. People, communities and
organizations across the country are
finding ways to renew the language
use in younger generations using a
variety of unique techniques and
processes. Libraries, and information
centres, are poised to be a great
opportunity to aide in these efforts.

[1] the Wolastoqiyik People have traditionally been referred to as “Maliseet” People (CBC Indigenous, 2019). In recent years,
there have been efforts to reclaim the name “Wolastoqiyik,” however some individuals and organizations continue to use the
term "Maliseet" or "Malecite."



Children's resources in libraries are a
vital part of preventing language
loss. Language learning is particularly
important in the early years of life,
with many disciplines agreeing that
the earlier a child is introduced to a
language, the better it is for
acquisition (Cook, 2016; Giroud et al.,
2020). Picture books, in particular,
have a positive impact on a child's
language development (Dowdall et
al., 2020).

As such, having a children's
department well-stocked with
children's storybooks written in
Indigenous languages helps to foster
language learning in young children.
Additionally, the addition of
Indigenous storybooks to the
children's department also provides
for more diversity in book options for
children.
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Why Indigenous Language Children's Books?



The first step to integrating Indigenous literature into your children's department
is to acquire the books. On page 8 you will find a list of some Indigenous
language children's books that are currently available to add to your collection,
but you can also source local Indigenous children's books that may have been
self-published or published using a smaller independent publisher. In general,
reaching out to any local Indigenous communities is a great way of finding out
what, if any, local Indigenous children's books exist.

One you have acquired some Indigenous language books, it is important to find
a space for them. This can either be in a designated Indigenous language
section of your department, or in a smaller Indigenous language display. You
can also help to draw attention to the collection by creating things like
handouts or brochures that explain to parents the value of introducing
Indigenous language books to their children. You will find a sample of a handout
at the end of this toolkit. Please feel free to adapt and change the sample to
suit your needs, including adding books that are available in your library's
collection.

Indigenous Literature in the
Children's Department
There are many ways to integrate Indigenous children's literature into the
children's department at your public library. Below you will find a few ways of
doing so, but always follow your instincts on what you think would work best in
your department and with your community.

Getting Started
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Resource: Indigenous Language 
Children's Books
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Title: It's a Mitig
Author: Bridget George
Languages Available: Dual-language English & Anishinaabe
Publisher: Douglas & McIntyre
ISBN-13: 978-1771622738

Title (in English): Awâsis and the World-Famous Bannock
Author: Dallas Hunt
Illustrator: Amanda Strong
Languages Available: Dual-language English & Cree
Publisher: Highwater Press
ISBN-13: 978-1553797791 

Title (in English): Discovering Animals: English, French, Cree
Author and Illustrator: Neepin Auger
Languages Available: Multi-language English, French & Cree
Publisher: Rocky Mountain Books
ISBN-13: 978-1771604628

Title (in English): Kamik Joins the Pack
Author: Darryl Baker
Illustrator: Qin Leng
Languages Available: English, Inuktitut syllabics & French
Publisher: Inhabit Media
ISBN-13: 978-1772271256

Title (in English): A Day with Yayah
Author: Nicola I. Campbell
Illustrator: Julie Flett
Languages Available: Dual-language English & Nłeʔkepmxcín
Publisher: Tradewind Books
ISBN-13: 978-1926890098

Title (in English): I Am Not a Number
Author: Jenny Kay Dupuis, Kathy Kacer
Illustrator: Gillian Newland
Languages Available: English, French, Dual-language English & Nishnaabemwin Nbisiing
Publisher: Second Story Press
ISBN-13: 978-1772600995

Title (in English): How the Fox Got His Crossed Legs
Author: Virginia Football
Illustrator: James Wedzin
Languages Available: Dual-language English & Tłıchǫ
Publisher: Theytus Books
ISBN-13: 978-1894778749



Resource: Indigenous Language Children's
Books
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Title (in English): The Old Man with the Otter Medicine
Authors: John Blondin, George Blondin 
Illustrator: Archie Beaverho
Languages Available: Dual-language English & Dogrib
Publisher: Theytus Books
ISBN-13: 978-1894778695

Title (in English): The Diamond Willow Walking Stick
Author: Leah Marie Dorion
Languages Available: English, Michif
Publisher: Gabriel Dumont Institute
ISBN-13: 978-1926795096

Title (in English): Owls See Clearly at Night: A Michif Alphabet
Author: Julie Flett
Languages Available: Multi-language English, French & Michif
Publisher: Simply Read Books
ISBN-13: 978-1897476284

Title (in English): When We Are Kind
Author: Monique Grey Smith
Illustrator: Nicole Neidhardt 
Languages Available: English, Dual-language English & Diné, and French and Diné
Publisher: Orca Books Publisher
ISBN-13: 978-1459827530

Title (in English): The Pencil
Authors: Susan Avingaq, Maren Vsetula
Illustrator: Charlene Chua
Languages Available: English, Inuktitut
Publisher: Inhabit Media
ISBN-13: 978-1772272161

Title (in English): The Bear's Medicine
Author/Illustrator: Clayton Gauthier
Translators: Danny Alexis, Theresa Austin
Languages Available: Dual-language English & Dakelh
Publisher: Theytus Books
ISBN-13: 978-1926886572

Title (in English): Mi'kmaq Alphabet Book
Author: Shyla Augustine
Illustrator: Braelyn Cyr
Languages Available: Dual-language English & Mi'kmaq
Publisher: Monster House Publishing
ISBN-13: 978-199042714

https://www.theytus.com/Contributors/A/Alexis-Danny
https://www.theytus.com/Contributors/A/Austin-Theresa


Resource: How to Find More Indigenous
Language Children's Books
There are several resources for finding more or new Indigenous language
children's books.

First and foremost, you can check with your local community to see if there are
any local Indigenous language books to add to your department. This may be
in the form of a self-published book or a locally-produced handout about the
language(s) spoken in your community, among other things. 

Another source for Indigenous
children's literature is IBBY Canada
(2021a), an organization that supports
children's literature efforts across the
country. Ibby Canada produces
frequent Indigenous picture book
collections, called From Sea to Sea:
Celebrating Indigenous Picture Books
(2021b). The collections bring together
25 Indigenous children's books, some
of which are available in Indigenous
languages, published across Canada
in recent years.

Finally, there are several publishing
companies in Canada that can
provide insight into new Indigenous
language publications. For example,
Theytus Books (2021) is a First
Nations-owned and operated
publishing company that publishes
Indigenous stories by Indigenous
authors. Likewise, the Gabriel Dumont
Institute's (2021) main mission is to
promote the "renewal and
development of Métis culture" and
thus publish Métis stories and books.
Keeping an eye on these publishers
(and others) can help you find new
books and resources. 10

(IBBY Canada, 2021b) (Gabriel Dumont Institute, 2021)



Indigenous Language PictureIndigenous Language Picture
Books for ChildrenBooks for Children
Introducing new languages can be easiest and most effective during the early years of life. IndigenousIntroducing new languages can be easiest and most effective during the early years of life. Indigenous
language picture books provide a rich opportunity for children to acquire Indigenous languages, andlanguage picture books provide a rich opportunity for children to acquire Indigenous languages, and
reading these books as a family can offer an opportunity for parents to teach children not only aboutreading these books as a family can offer an opportunity for parents to teach children not only about
new languages, but about diverse cultures and experiences. Reading about diversity both creates newnew languages, but about diverse cultures and experiences. Reading about diversity both creates new
role models for children, and teaches them to be not just tolerant, but loving. We hope you enjoy theserole models for children, and teaches them to be not just tolerant, but loving. We hope you enjoy these
Indigenous storybooks available in our collection.Indigenous storybooks available in our collection.

Awâsis and the World-
Famous Bannock 
By Dallas Hunt
Languages Available: Dual-
language English & Cree
During an unfortunate mishap,
young Awâsis loses Kôhkum’s
freshly baked world-famous
bannock. Not knowing what to
do, Awâsis seeks out a variety of
other-than-human relatives
willing to help. What adventures
are in store for Awâsis?

How the Fox Got His Crossed
Legs
By Virginia Football
Languages Available: Dual-
language English & Tłıchǫ
Fox is howling, crying, for he lost his
leg to Bear, all the people wanted
to help Fox, but didn't know what to
do. Raven is called upon to help
retrieve his leg. Will Raven succeed
in the quest for Fox's leg? This
dual-language picture book
includes an audio and interactive
multimedia CD.

It's a Mitig
by Bridget George
Languages Available: Dual-
language English & Anishinaabe
It’s a Mitig! guides young readers
through the forest while introducing
them to Ojibwe words for nature.
From sunup to sundown, encounter
an amik playing with sticks and
swimming in the river, a prickly gaag
hiding in the bushes and a big, bark-
covered mitig.

Mi'kmaq Alphabet Book
By Shyla Augustine
Languages Available: Dual-
language English & Mi'kmaq
From Ant (Gligoetjit) to Wolf
(Paqtism) and beyond, the
Mi'kmaq Alphabet book is sure to
delight the young and the young
at heart. Braelyn Cyr's vibrant
illustrations are a delightful pair to
Shyla Augustine's first baby board
book. 

The Bear's Medicine
By Clayton Gauthier
Languages Available: Dual-
language English & Dakelh
A mother bear shares with her
cubs how to be grateful for all
they have in the natural world.
The Bear's Medicine shows the
interconnectedness of all things
in the world they live in and how
each season brings changes and
blessings for the bears. It is a
story of a mother's love for her
children as she teaches them
how to survive.
When We Are Kind
By Monique Grey Smith
Languages Available: English,
Dual-language English & Diné, and
French and Diné
When We Are Kind celebrates
simple acts of everyday kindness
and encourages children to
explore how they feel when they
initiate and receive acts of
kindness in their lives.
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